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bawtryforest trail race
By John crosby
On Sunday 10th September I drove
approx 50 miles to run in the now
well established bawtry forest trail
race. I first attended this challenging
course back in 2012 and it continues
to be part of my annual runs,work
and holidays permitting.
The Maltby club are a very friendly
group and I'm pleased to note they
once again had a good turnout of
local clubs and people ,like myself
and Ann long and a very good turn
out from Beverley AC , particularly for
the junior run.
The trail goes through the forest and
is between 6.5 and 7 miles long. It
had a slightly altered and shorter
course this year due to flooding on
the track. The downside to the
shorter distance was that it finished
on a steep uphill run .
But the goody bag was interesting
with bottles of water and lucozade
along with chocolate bars and
pikelets (or are they crumpets ?).
There was also a very nice forest
green t shirt.
To top things off Ann long got a prize
of a 10 pound voucher for finishing
first lady in her age group and I got a
reasonable time of just over an hour
and got to chat to my mate Eddie
who is a Maltby club member. Did I
mention the free sandwiches and
the heart Foundation cake stall ?
Well they were there too so no one
went hungry.
Maltby organise on a number of runs
through the year and they are all
worth traveling down for.

ExorcisingtheDemons-CilckEmInn5mile&Escrick10k
By Keith Conkerton
I think it?s fair to say that most of us
experience highs and lows in
running, all relative to our individual
ability, so I?ve tried to keep a level
of perspective on what has been a
very topsy turvy few months for me.
The low point of this, at least I hope
it was as low as I?ll get, was the
Newark half marathon, in which,
even though it was a flatish course,
loaded with pb potential, I had a
horrendous run.
So the following Wednesday
presented the opportunity to jump
straight back in the saddle and take
on the tough hilly Click ?Em Inn 5
mile at Swinhope, not far from
Market Rasen, on the edge of the
Lincolnshire Wolds and as if just to
prove my determination not to let
Newark get the better of me,
Wednesday is a pub night and I had
to be an hour late for my normal
routine and miss a couple of pints. I
hope you realise the dedication
involved in doing that.
After a logistics cock up which
meant I missed picking up John
Crosby (sorry mate) I collected Tony
Goulding and City of Hull runner
Christine Hemmingway before
making a quite hectic dash across
the bridge into Nth. Lincs. As we
were pushed for time I stopped at
the registration point to let Tony and
Christine out while I went to find a
parking place, only to be paid back
by them adding on a couple of years
to my age on the booking form, it?s a
good job we?re friends.
It was a warm rather than hot night
and the sun disappeared behind the
clouds for most of the race, so that
certainly helped, but one issue I
have been having of late is my
breathing and as the harvesters
were out in force, I did think that
this might hinder me again. However
I?m happy to say I had no breathing
problems, which was certainly a
confidence boost. The course is a
near loop, so the ascents and
descents are almost matched, but as
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is often the case, it?s the uphills that
you notice. The first mile is an almost
constant but very gentle climb that
in fairness you hardly notice as
you?re fresh legged, however the real
killer is that you then gradually drop
(apart from another steep climb
around 2 miles) before the
murderous last mile of climb that is
quite similar to our old friend cardiac
hill in its make-up. I was pleased with
my time of 37:36 on this midweek
toughie with Tony coming home in
45:46 and Christine 47:21. So onto
the second part of my recouperation,
the Escrick 10k, this is a fantastic
rural race, labelled as multi-terrain as
it has tarmac roads, grassy paths and
loose gravelled bridle paths, but it
does have the advantage of being
flat. Sandwiched between York and
Selby on the A19, it takes part on the
partly private Escrick Park Estate and
you can just smell the opulent
splendour around the grounds and
neighbouring village. This race has in
the past shown quite formidable
numbers of East Hull Harriers, so it
was quite a surprise for me to find
only a half dozen of us had entered
this years event, these being apart
from myself, Matt Pinder, Mike
Dugan, Matthew Stevens, Andy
Norman and a solitary female Harrier
in Laura Cropper.
Because in the previous Wednesdays
Click ?em Inn race I?d run better, but
still not quite up to expectations, I
started nervously towards the back.
This proved to be a little costly
time-wise, as there are a few

bottlenecks that slowed things
down to almost walking pace until
the packs got underway properly,
however if I?m honest, it probably
paid off in the end, as it stopped
me setting off too quickly and also
there?s a great psychological
advantage to passing other runners
for almost the entire race. There?s
something special about
meandering through woodland
trails, this was made even more the
case as it gave you necessary shade
form the hot August sun. I?d been
warned that the last long straight
stretch towards the school is a real
drag, as the building never seems
to get closer and I can verify that
this was the case, as I tried to
purposefully look down for a
hundred paces before looking at it
again and indeed it looked just as
far away. I?m sure there?s a name
for this phenomena, but I?ll just put
it down to being even slower than I
thought I was.
The obligatory ?couple of pints?
was had in the pub just around the
corner form the finish, before
heading back home, reasonably
satisfied with my time, but more
than satisfied with the distance.
Harriers times in this event were:
-

Andy Norman 42:47
Keith Conkerton 46:11
Matt Pinder 49:23
Mike Gugan 51:55
Matthew Stevens 58:31
Laura Cropper 59:09

TheHull marathon2017
By Robert Weekes
This training block had been the
most sustained I'd done,constant
high mileage and regular workouts
on fatigued legs, strength
work,speed work and recovery all
melted together and topped off with
a diet that had left me the lightest
since I was a teenager meant I was in
the best shape of my life going into
this race. I
'd ran a big pb at major stone three
weeks before and backed it up with
a solid tempo run two days later so
knew my conditioning was there, yet
when I had raced a track 5k the
previous weekend my top end speed
felt forced and I was 13 seconds
slower than my previous best
although it was a solo run. Still, I full
expected to better my 2:35 from
London as I lined up outside the
KCOM stadium in the warm
September sun. There was quality all
over the front of the start line, even
with the absence of last years
winner who had mysteriously not
turned up . At least 7 guys who had
gone under 2:40 including previous
winner Phill Taylor who'd broken
2:30 before and Mike Hargreaves

who I'd done plenty of training with
and I knew was in good shape and
probably the favourite. This was
probably the strongest line up since
the good old days when everyone
ran 100 mile weeks on a diet of fish
and chips and bitter and raced twice
a week and never ran under 6
minutes mile pace.
Anyway, I'm rambling.So,the solitary
wheelchair racer got off and the bee
lady counted us down. We started at
an easy pace , out the stadium , over
the footbridge round the back of the
hospital and into town.
Now, this years edition of the race
was winding and several sharp turns
later , across the cobbles, nearly
missing zebedees yard, through the
old town down to the deep. The pace
had quickened and Mike had already
pulled away and after Phill and
Runar had missed a turn I was in
second place. The pace was a bit
quicker than the planned 5:50s
but,as you do, you roll with it cos it
feels good.
Along the river front into a breeze
and up through Victoria dock,
Newbridge rd and onto holderness
rd. Ben from Barton had passed me

by this point after a sensible first 4
miles easing himself in and took off
after Mike.
We entered the park and myself,Phill
and our Nowegian white city
representative Runar followed the
course out and onto James reckitt
avenue then dansom lane south.
Phill had overtaken me and as
expected was starting to put a little
ground on me. I thought Runar
would do the same but he seemed
happy tucked in and we took it in
tuns to share the pace back through
town , down to the marina ( more
winding turns and cobbles) and onto
the dockside.
Going through mile 11 the time was
bang on what I wanted and as we
made our way up onto hessle rd I
was feeling on the edge of my
comfort zone. The half way point
was pickering park and going
through in 1:16:24 was perfect, the
support along the whole course was
amazing, definitely the best in the
three years I've ran the race, but at
the changeover points in the parks it
was extra special, familiar faces and
happy spectators cheered us on and
as we pushed onto boothferry rd I

knew that now was the time to relax
a little, not force the pace too much
and save some beans for the run
home.
The pace slowed. Phill stretched out
his lead. By the top of boothferry rd
at the bridge I had a stitch, Phill had
about 50m on me and I'd dropped
Runar, I was frantically trying to stay
in touch with Phill over the bridge ,
fully knowing that the last 2.5 miles
had cost me some time that I wasn't
getting back. Round and under the
bridge and back on and up again,
where was the tail wind I was
looking forward too on the return?
Damn it was getting warm! Back
over the bridge and Phill wasn't
getting any further away, in fact he
was coming back.
Back on to boothferry rd and my last
mile at target pace, the support here
was fantastic, with the other runners

on the opposite side giving
encouragement at a time when it's
starting to get tough really helps
keep the mind focused. As I drew
level with Phill he gave me some

encouragement and I pushed on
looking for second place but not
seeing anyone. Round Costello track
and out I had about a minute on 4th,
he wasn't going to catch me , I wasn't
catching 2nd , I wasn't going to get a
PB, so I decided not to kill myself and
settled in for the last couple of
miles. With 800m to go I decided to
get a move on and get finished and
picked it up again, entering west
park and looking for the stadium. On
entering the stadium I was gutted to
see I had to run all the way around it
to get to the finish, but was lifted to
hear my family shouting and it felt
great high fiving my boys and nieces
in the way to the finish line!
At first I was disappointed I didn't
get the time I wanted, but as the
reality of how much slower the Hull
course is to London sank in and I
realised it was only a minute and
half slower, I realised this was a
much better effort and went to the
bar for a beer. Overall this was a
tough race to run well and
congratulations to Ben who won
after catching Mike with 2 miles to
go then putting a minute on
him.He'll be happy with a good time
and well paced race, surely a sub
2:30 for him next year at a spring
marathon of his choice.
Strong performance all across the
board from Harriers, with various age
group wins and relay wins, all in all
an epic day!!

TheHull marathon2017
By Paul Reed
It's Hull Marathon time again . Now
the question is, do I run the full , half
or the quarter . Initial thoughts was on
the half , preferably in a mixed team ,
but when Vicky Godfrey wanted to run
a quarter leg , I decided we should
team up and press gang 2 "willing
volunteers" to join us .
All thru the spring and summer I've
been concentrating on improving my
10K times , which I have and mostly at
or around similar times Vicky had
been achieving . So we needed 2 more
around our pace to complete the team
. The usual suspects where all either
doing the half or the full marathon but
luckily we managed to arm twist
fellow Park Run Harriers Andy
Norman and Dave Dearing to join our
merry band named "Reenies Red
Runners"
Andy is a far faster runner than me
and Dave has shown me a slightly
mucky pair of bare foot heels a few
times in races so I knew I needed to be
in top form to not let down the rest of
the team .
The lady of our team had the same
thoughts/ worries and went into full
attack "Vickster" mode in her training ,
we decided to let her have the glory
finish leg which was about 5.3 miles.

She was doing extra hard training and
was getting big improvements to her
Park Run PB's and a couple of weeks
before the race had finally dipped into
the "20's" after a string of low 21 min
runs . Beating her blokes Park Run PB
and winning her 100 quid off him , so
she was deffo in shape.
I had bad Hedon and Grimsby runs in
late July and was getting worried but a
surprise 3 second Park Run PB in
August reassured me I was still
running ok . Just needed to increase
the distance in training from 6 to 7.5
miles and try and maintain my 10K
pace if I could over the extra mile.
I was a bit worried about Dave tho , he
seemed to be spending far too much
time running "as nature intended"
which was bare feet and bare body.
Now would he turn up at the start the
same and get us disqualified for not
been able to pin a number or attach
the chip timing tag ? Luckily he assured
us he'd be dressed and wearing
running shoes ... but wasn't quite sure
where he had left em.
Andy was Andy and I knew he could be
relied upon to do the hard 3rd leg over
the bridge n back and hopefully over
take a few at the same time. Top
bloke.
On the Friday before the event was
race pack collection time , I got there
on the way home from work at 10am ,

and was informed they wasn't
available till after 4pm.
I returned there at 4.30pm and there
was a sizeable queue already . Any
way after a bit of messing around I
finally got the numbers and chatted
to a few runners I knew. Leaving the
building I was greeted by a
moderately heavy down pour . I had
push biked (E- biked really , coz it was
easier lol ) . Now when I set off
there it was sunny and warm n had
dressed appropriately, so had to
endure a 5 mile sodden ride home .
On the Saturday Park Run , I handed
out the white envelopes not stuffed
with cash but something much more
valuable - the race numbers to the
team , chip tag and safety pins, and
we had a final race briefing , Dave to
go first , then me , Andy the 3rd leg
and Vicky to bring home the bacon
and hopefully in the top 10.
Sunday at 5.45am and my alarm
went off , I got up and had my
normal pre race breaky of 2
Weetabix in hot milk with loads of
sugar and then went back to bed for
an hour or so . Up again a bit past 7
and got ready , hoping to get to West
Park for 8. As I was speeding down
Spring Bank on the E- bike I saw the
lovely Nicky Blyth walking , so I
slowed down and we had a gab for
the rest of the way to the KCOM , she
was doing a half and was really

looking forward to it . I was just
nervous .
Arriving there at about 8 am it was
getting busy , I still had to do the bag
drop (which was at the Airco which I
had passed while gabbing to Nicky .....
Doh) and get fully changed before half
8, when I wanted to get the mini bus
to East Park where my start was.
Arriving back to the KCOM start , after
the bag drop , the Harriers in that area
had a great team photo next to a
big red "This is Hull" sign, must have
been 30 there , with many more
around but not on the photo .
So it was time to go for the bus , Andy
was here , but no Dave , I left hoping
he was around somewhere . After a
bit of a walk and a convo with Beth
who couldn't get parked , I got on the
bus with 4 others and we snaked
around the back streets till finally
arriving at East Park just before 9.
Here I found an excited/ worried Vicky
. She had come to give support and to
catch the bus to the KCOM . Her start
was at the Humber Bridge so she had
plenty of time to get there.

Sara was also here after being drafted
in last minute to a purple team with 2
out of 3 runners she didn't know . Beth
arrived after her car parking
troubles as well loads of others I
knew .
9.36am and the lead motorbike
appears by the splash boat at mile
6.... who's infront we all think .. well
he's in red and its Mike
Hargreaves and he's got a sizeable
lead over Ben whatshisname and Rob
Weekes in third, with many other red
vests near the front. Sara sets off
after not knowing which is her purple
vested relay runner , we had to tell
her. Dave Playforth hands over to
Dave Borrill and about a min or so
later my teamie Dave comes into view
, hotly pursued by Katie Seddon who
was handing over to her brother Neil.
A speedy hand over of the rubber
wristband and I'm off . I join the race
along side Steve Tickopad , Carol and
Gary Fee, Dan Newton and the person
I chased last year Paul Bennett. Now
last year Paul B pulled away steadily
from me after I kept him within 10
metres for 5 miles. I felt these 5
harriers might be good to run with and
stop me going too mad at the start
but still at a decent pace . We crossed
the lake bridge and suddenly there
was Neil Seddon streaking by and
zooming off into the distance , a
few seconds later another runner
streaks by also from a 4 person team
so I'm losing positions . I decide "bugga
to this" and that I'm gunna have to
speed up before I lose any more
places and I start to pull away from
the 5 Harriers around me.
Out of the park and onto James
Recketts Ave which is marshalled by
lots of Harriers and I'm getting plenty
of encouragement from them as I
start passing the full and half
distance runners infront . No one is
coming past now and I feel
comfortable at this pace as I overtake
Dave B. Mile 7 and 8 go by and I'm still
overtaking and not being overtook. I
catch John Walker near the Venn
painted Bridge , he's running fantastic ,
I say he's on sub 3.20 pace as I sneak
by, then I catch Neil Gordon as we
enter Land of Green Ginger. He looks
like it's starting to hurt for him . I feel
great tho, I know I'm working hard but
it's manageable . Watch is saying I'm
50 seconds up on my planned pace ....
Have I set off too fast like last year ?
We twist and turn around the Old
Town, Marina and finally get to the
fish docks . The crowds here are
mainly volunteers and port workers.
My mind goes back 30 years to when I
worked on here for 3 years renovating

the Spurn Light Vessel and other
things for the council . I look for
familiar building to take my mind off
the pain which is starting to get to me.
Awwww no Stantons Cafe anymore ,
so no chance for a mid morning snack,
plus my old work shop is gone too ,
and the Lords building looks even
more knackered than me. Into the
subway and up the gentle incline I get
overtook. He's a 4 relay runner like me ,
so I try to keep up . I keep him withing
ten metres till Hessle Road fly over
when he pulls away another 10 metres
.... I hate hills lol .. but down hill I
match him and overtake a few more,
I've prob passed 50 runners now from
my start and only 3 have got by me .
Far better than last year when loads
went by me as I died up Boothferry Hill
. Down Council Ave and around a
corner and I can see the 13 mile
marker , think I've only noticed a
couple before that , I've seen the floor
paintings , maybe they was markers
too? Dunno , I was too much in my
"zone" to notice.
Into Pickering Park that pesky bloke is
50 metres infront now and there's the
half way timing pads , 1.38.48 ish if I
remember as I cross it . But wheres
the change over tent ? Well its 100
metres further, good job I never
sprinted n stopped like some did .

I see Andy , I shout my time and good
luck as I hand him the wrist band ...
52.26 ... I'm happy with that , 90 odd
seconds faster than I had planned and
prob a 7 mile PB esp as it was 7.15
miles on my watch .
I collect my goodie bag and hang
about the half way point for half n
hour or so to cheer on other runners .
Then decide to walk back to the KCOM
, its only a couple of miles from here
and not bother with the bus . Dave
Borrill joins me and we gab as we
mainly follow the route of the
runners, so I can cheer on plenty of
others I know . Near mile 25 we see
the leaders approaching , and its not
Mike H , but Ben thingybob (Sadowyj) ,
Mike is about a min behind and as he
passes us is worried about losing 2nd
place , we assure him 3rd placed Rob
Weeks isn't in sight. Other leaders
pass us, aswell as the lead relay
teams.
I head back to Airco to get my bag and
into the KCOM stadium after a useless

security bag search .. 3 hours has just
clicked over on the timer and I spot
Neil S in the stands , he tells me he
did a 43 min run , so no wonder he
left me standing ... hes expecting
their final runner, fiancee Jennifer, to
cross the line withing a few mins.
Later checking the results , the other
runner who passed me at my start did
a 41 min run , so no wonder he beat
me , but Andy and Vicky was far
faster than their next two runners so
we got that place back, aswell as the
one who overtook me near mile 11
The stadium finish stand is quite full
of spectators with loads of Harriers
supporting , teamies Dave and Andy
are already here . Both are happy with
their runs , so hopefully everything is
going well . Sara's purple team mate
Corrine finishes , 3rd place n first
female team . A min later Jennifer
enters the stadium and the Seddon's
and Dyer's go wild , 3 hours 6 mins
and think 4th place . I'm hoping Vicky
won't be too far behind and before we

know it she is here , sprinting to the
line , 3.16.14 is the chip time . A full 10
mins better than last years
pretty good time .... Bloody fantastic
... The results show we are 8th overall
and 4th in class .... The
Seddon's/ Dyer's are first tho and pick
up 4 nice trophy's. Lots of other prizes
for other Harriers as we all cheer
them home . There are Red vests
every where.
Pub time now and loads descend into
3 John Scotts , where I have a few
ciders and 2 lunch's, coz I'm starving.
After a few hours the reprobates
head on to the Lodge for further
celebrations. But I decided to be good
this year unlike last year when I
had continued drinking with em ....
and I fell off my bike 4 times on the
way home , so was happy with just
wobbling home slightly merry instead
of "as a newt" last year .
Great effort from my team mates ,
Andy , Dave and Vicky. Thanks
guys, I'm proud of ya
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